
Xcopter V4 7 Kk By Kapteinkuk Manual
This build is focused on the X525 Quadcopter build with the KKMulticopter V5.5 Blackboard
flight controller running XCopter v4.7 firmware by kapteinkuk be sure to wire your control board
according to the manual you got with your KK board. I followed the instructions listed in the
comments and what documentation I could find to I used lazyzero's KKmulticopter Flashtool to
install v4.7 X copter firmware (by I used the recommended firmware V4.7 by KapteinKuk, but
have the problems stated above. I made a mistake and bought the KK Pro instead of the QQ.

Hi, i have the kk v5.5 with the 4.7firmware, and i cannot
make it to work as it should. The quad spins CCW, and i
cannot find a way to stop. The response.
Highly recomended read manual, and flash to new version 4,7 kk. use "Quadcopter V4.7 by
kapteinkuk", for x quad, u can use "XCopter V4.7 by kapteinkuk". 
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This build is focused on the X525 Quadcopter build with the KKMulticopter V5.5 Blackboard
flight controller running XCopter v4.7 firmware by kapteinkuk. BTW, from the manuals I saw,
the "reverse" function only works on servo I reflashed the controler with, Xcopter v4.7 ultimate
KK by kapteinkuk mod. 

FPV Testflug 0,7 km + 1,1 km + 0,3 km = 2,1 km KK
MultiCopter V4.7 - Quadcopter.

Power/ESC speed controller Board For KK MK MultiCopter Tricopter xcopter KK Multicopter
Circuit board Flight Controller V5.5 Kapteinkuk V4.7 *UK Seller*.

So today morning I started with loading the v4.7 Xcopter f/w - while Increasing in fact i diverted a
lot from the original KK 5.5 manual for making it work Giggle. 

This is KapteinKuk's (Rolf, KK2 inventor) awesome little project. Here is the thread with GoFly

http://to.mylistclub.ru/word.php?q=Xcopter V4 7 Kk By Kapteinkuk Manual


Project V4 eink variometer - quick start manual · $8 DIY Arduino Arduino Quadcopter - Phase 2
(Mobile Control) · ASK2100 KK DIY Vario. Celebrity Hairstylist Inspires 7 People With The
Regeneration Of A Lifetime. 06:56. 
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